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a b s t r a c t

A number of recent studies address systems of mobile autonomous robots from a
distributed computing point of view. Although such systems employ robots that are
relatively weak and simple (i.e., dimensionless, oblivious and anonymous), they are
nevertheless expected to have strong fault tolerance capabilities as a group. This paper
studies the partitioning problem, where n robots must divide themselves into k size-
balanced groups, and examines the impact of common orientation on the solvability of
this problem. First, deterministic crash-fault-tolerant algorithms are given for the problem
in the asynchronous full-compass and semi-synchronous half-compass models, and a
randomized algorithm is given for the semi-synchronous no-compass model. Next, the
role of common orientation shared by the robots is examined. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for the partitioning problem to be solvable are given in the different timing
models. Finally, the problem is proved to be unsolvable in the no-compass synchronous
model.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Background. Systems of multiple autonomous mobile robots (also known as robot swarms) are of interest for a variety of
reasons, including decreased costs and a wide range of applications, such as military operations, search and rescue, fire
fighting and space missions.

Most experimental and empirical studies of multiple robot systems rely on a central controller for managing the
robots, and their coordination algorithms are based on heuristics. Recently, multiple robot systems have been studied
from a distributed computing point of view [21,10]. A number of distributed computation models were proposed in the
literature, and a number of studies focused on characterizing the influence of the model on the ability of a robot swarm to
perform its task. The common distributed models assume relatively weak and simple robots. In particular, these robots are
assumed to be dimensionless, oblivious, anonymous and with no common coordinate system, orientation or scale, and no
explicit communication. Each robot operates in simple “look–compute–move” cycles, basing its movements on viewing its
surroundings and analyzing the configuration of robot locations. A robot is capable of locating all robots within its visibility
range on its private coordinate system, thereby calculating their position with respect to itself.

As the common models of multiple robot systems assume cheap, simple and relatively weak robots, the problem of
possible failures becomes prominent, since in such systems one cannot possibly rely on assuming reliable hardware or
software, especially when such robot systems are expected to operate in hazardous or harsh environments. At the same
time, one of the main attractive features of multiple robot systems is their potential for enhanced fault tolerance; it seems
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plausible that the inherent redundancy of such systems may be exploited in order to enable them to perform their tasks
even in the presence of faults.

Among the tasks studied so far are formation of geometric patterns (i.e., organizing the robots in a geometric form),
gathering and convergence (i.e., collecting the robots to the same point), flocking (i.e., following a pre-designated leader),
even distribution of robots within simple geometric patterns, searching a target within a bounded area, and more. Another
important task that has been studied to a lesser extent is that of partitioning. In this task, the robots must divide themselves
into (size-balanced) groups. This task is closely related to that of converging. In this paper we examine the partitioning
problem within various computation models.

Computation models. The basic model studied in previous papers, e.g., [23,24,16,6], can be summarized as follows. Each of
the robots executes the same algorithm in cycles, with each cycle consisting of three steps:
1. “Look”: Determine the current configuration by identifying the location of all visible robots and marking them on the

robot’s private coordinate system.
2. “Compute”: Execute the algorithm, resulting in a goal point p̃.
3. “Move”: Travel towards the point p̃. The robot might stop before reaching p̃, but is guaranteed to traverse at least a

minimal distance unit s (unless reaching the goal first). The value of s is not known to the robots and they cannot use it
in their computations.

In the common distributed model [21,23,22,10,4], the robots are assumed to be dimensionless, namely, treated as points
that do not obstruct each other’s visibility or movement. Still, it is assumed that a robot can tell the number of robots residing
in the same point. The robots are also assumed to be oblivious or memoryless, namely, they do not remember their previous
actions or the previous positions of the other robots, and therefore cannot rely on information from previous cycles, or have
alternating states. Also, the robots are indistinguishable and cannot identify each and every one of their peers. Moreover, the
robots have no means of explicit communication. On the other hand, the robots are assumed to possess unlimited visibility,
and sensors, computations and movements are assumed to be accurate.

The models considered in the current paper vary in two attributes. The first is timing.
1. Fully-synchronous (FSYNC) model: The robots are driven by an identical clock and hence operate according to the same

cycles, and are active in every cycle.
2. Semi-synchronous (SSYNC) model: The robots operate according to the same cycles, but need not be active in every cycle. A

fairness constraint guarantees that each robot will eventually be active (infinitely many times) in any infinite execution.
3. Asynchronous (ASYNC) model: The robots operate on independent cycles of variable length. Formally, this can be modeled

by starting each cycle with a “Wait” step.

The second attribute is orientation, referring to the local coordinate system of the robots. Elaborating on [16], the following
sub-models of common orientation levels are considered.
1. Full-compass: Directions and orientations of both axes are common to all robots.
2. Half-compass: Directions of both axes are common to all robots, but the positive orientation of only one axis is common.

(i.e., in the other axis, different robots may have different views of the positive orientation).
3. Direction-only: Directions of both axes are common to all robots, but the positive orientations of the axes are not common.
4. Axes-only: Directions of both axes are common to all robots, but the positive orientations of the axes are not common. In

addition the robots do not agree on which of the two axes is the x axis and which is the y axis.
5. No-compass: There are no common axes.

In the no-compass and half-compass sub-models, the robots do not share the notion of “clockwise” or “right-hand side”.
Note that the robots do not share a common unit distance or a common origin point even in the full-compass model.

Fault tolerance. A major algorithmic aspect considered in this paper is fault tolerance. The algorithm may be required to
operate in a model in which robots may fail. In such a setting, we may ask how well the algorithm can cope with one or
more faulty robots.

The model discussed in this paper is the crash-fault model, in which a faulty robot simply stops moving. Since non-faulty
robots may also stay in place from time to time, there is no way for the active robots to identify a faulty robot. An f -fault-
tolerant algorithm is one that operates correctly so long as there are no more than f faulty robots in the swarm. (The pattern
and timing of failures can be thought of as controlled by an adversary, which may select which of the robots are to crash
at any time in an adaptive manner, i.e., the faulty robots need not be picked in advance.) The exact requirements of the
algorithm (i.e., the meaning of “operating correctly” in a faulty environment) is specific to the problem at hand.

For randomized algorithms we consider two possible adversary types. An adaptive adversary is allowed to make its
decisions after learning the (possibly randomized) choices made by the algorithm. This means that in each cycle, the robot
first computes its goal position, and then the adversary chooses the maximal distance the robot will reach in the direction
of its goal point. In contrast, a non-adaptive adversary must make its decisions independently of the random choices of
the algorithm. Namely, in each cycle, the adversary chooses the maximal distance the robot will reach before the robot
computes its goal point (i.e., before knowing the direction in which the robot will move, which may be chosen randomly by
the algorithm). Note that despite its name, there is some adaptiveness even in the non-adaptive adversary, since it still has
control over the timing of the robots. We will normally assume the adaptive adversary.
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The partitioning problem. We consider the problem Partition(n, k), in which n robots, at initially distinct positions, must
divide themselves into k size-balanced subsets. The robots in each subset must converge, so that some minimal distance is
kept between robots of different subsets.

We use the following basic definitions. Let dist(a, b) denote the Euclidean distance between points a and b. For sets of
points X and Y, denote dist(X, Y) = min{dist(x, y) | x ∈ X, y ∈ Y}. Denote the position of robot ri at time t as pi[t] = (xi[t], yi[t]).
(We sometimes omit the parameter t when no confusion arises.) Denote the set of all robot positions at time t as P[t].

Formally, the partitioning problem Partition(n, k) is defined as follows.
Input: A set of robots R = {r1, . . . , rn} positioned in the plane, with initial positions PI = P[t0] = {p1[t0], . . . , pn[t0]}, and an
integer k. We assume that n is divisible by k and define m = n/k.
Goal: For some fixed η > 0, for every η ≥ ε > 0, there is a time tε, such that for every time t > tε, R can be partitioned into
k disjoint subsets S1, . . . , Sk satisfying the following:

• Partition: R =
⋃k

i=1 Si and Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for every i 6= j.
• Size-balance: The subsets are balanced, i.e., |Si| = m for every i.
• Proximity: Robots in the same subset are within ε of each other, i.e., dist(rw, rl) < ε for every i and for every rw, rl ∈ Si.
• Separation: Robots in different subsets are farther than 2η apart, i.e., dist(Si, Sj) > 2η for every i 6= j.

Although robots are dimensionless, we make the following assumption.
Non-overlap: No two robots have the same initial position, i.e., pi[t0] 6= pj[t0] for every i 6= j.

In the general case, where n is not divisible by k, define m = bn/kc and require that the subsets are nearly-balanced, i.e.,
m ≤ |Si| ≤ m+ 1 for every i.

Note that the choice of the separation distance as 2η is arbitrary, and any clear separation between the subsets will do.
In practice, we may set η = 1

2dmin, where dmin is the minimal distance between any two robots at time t0. Note also that
requiring the conditions to hold on every time t > tε implies that the subsets Si do not change after time tη. (To see this,
suppose they do change, so that two robots ri, rj that were in the same subset at time tη are later separated. Then there must
be a time t > tη whence η < dist(ri, rj) < 2η, in contradiction to both the proximity and separation requirements).

An algorithm for solving the Partition(n, k) problem is considered to be f-fault-tolerant if the following holds. In a non-
faulty setting, the algorithm achieves a partitioning as defined above. In a faulty setting in which f̂ ≤ f robots crash, all the
non-faulty robots are required to converge into k subsets. Each subset must be of size greater than max{m− f̂ , 0} and smaller
than m+ 1. Note that in case f ≥ m, fewer than k actual subsets may be formed since some subsets may be empty.

Related work. Most of the literature on distributed control algorithms for autonomous mobile robots has concentrated on
the two basic tasks of gathering and convergence. Gathering requires the robots to occupy a single point within finite time,
regardless of their initial configuration. Convergence is the closely related task in which the robots are required to converge
to a single point, rather than reach it. More precisely, for every ε > 0 there must be a time tε by which all robots are within
a distance of at most ε of each other. Hence the convergence problem may be considered as the special case Partition(n, 1).

The problem of gathering autonomous mobile robots was studied extensively in two computational models. The first
was the SSYNC model, introduced by Suzuki et al. [21,24], and the second is the closely related CORDA model described by
Prencipe et al. [16,17], which is equivalent to our ASYNC model. In the SSYNC model, it was proven that it is impossible to
gather two oblivious autonomous mobile robots that have no common sense of orientation under the SSYNC model [23,24].
The algorithms presented therein for n ≥ 3 robots rely on the assumption that a robot can identify a point p∗ occupied by
two or more robots (a.k.a. multiplicity point). This assumption was later proven to be essential for achieving gathering in all
asynchronous and semi-synchronous models [18,19]. Under this assumption, an algorithm is developed in [24] for gathering
n ≥ 3 robots in the SSYNC model. In the ASYNC model, an algorithm for gathering n = 3, 4 robots is presented in [18], and an
algorithm for gathering n ≥ 5 robots has been described in [3]. We use a similar assumption, stating that a robot can tell the
number of robots in a multiplicity point. In [2] a gathering algorithm was given in a model in which the above assumption
has been replaced by equipping the robots with an unlimited amount of memory.

Fault tolerance properties of the gathering problem are discussed in [1]. In the crash-fault model and the SSYNC model,
an algorithm is given for gathering n robots with one crashed robot. The problem was later studied also in [8].

Some studies try to characterize the class of geometric patterns that the robots can form in various models. These results
relate to the partitioning problem only in part. On the one hand, in partitioning the outcome is not restricted to one specific
geometric shape. On the other hand, in a model where every geometric pattern is achievable, partitioning must be achievable
as well (by forming a well-partitioned geometric pattern).

The effect of common orientation on the class of achievable geometric patterns (in the ASYNC model) is summarized
in [16]. In the full-compass model, the robots can form an arbitrary given pattern. In the half-compass model, the robots
can form an arbitrary pattern only when n is odd (this is shown in [18] to hold also in a model in which the robots share
axis directions only). In the no-compass model, with no common orientation, the robots cannot form an arbitrary given
pattern. The class of patterns achievable by an even number of robots in the half-compass model is characterized in [15].
Non-oblivious robots in the SSYNC model are examined in [22,24]. The problem of agreement on a common x-y coordinate
system is shown to be reducible to that of forming certain geometric patterns. The robots are always capable of agreeing on
both the origin and a unit distance in this model, thus the difficulty lies in agreement on direction.
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The convergence properties of Algorithm Go_to_COG are explored in [6,5]. In this simple algorithm a robot sets its goal
point to be the center of gravity of all observed robot positions. Algorithm Go_to_COG is used extensively in the current
paper. In [6] it is proven that the algorithm converges in the FSYNC and SSYNC models. In [5] it is proven to converge in the
ASYNC model as well. In addition, the convergence rate is established in the FSYNC model. The number of cycles it takes
to achieve a gathering in the FSYNC model (in two dimensions) is O(h/s), where h is the maximal width of the convex hull
at time t0, and s is the minimal movement distance unit. In the crash-fault model, it is shown that Algorithm Go_to_COG
works for any number of faulty robots, and that in particular, the non-faulty robots will converge to the center of gravity of
the crashed robots.

Convergence and gathering with inaccurate sensors and movements are examined in [7]. Gathering is shown to be
impossible for robots with inexact measurements, while a variant of Algorithm Go_to_COG is shown to converge for
sufficiently small errors in measurements.

Gathering with disagreements on the local coordinate systems was studied in [12,20,14,25], where the agreement level
of local coordinate systems is quantified by the angle difference for the global coordinate system. These papers show that
in the ASYNC model, two-robot gathering is possible if the differences of two robots coordinate systems are bounded by
a certain degree (currently the best upper bound [25] is π − ε for arbitrarily small constant ε > 0). These results assume
that the differences of local coordinate systems are fixed throughout the execution. A dynamic compass model, allowing the
difference of a local coordinate system to vary with time, is considered in [14,13], which provide upper bounds (with the best
bound being π/2−ε) on the allowed angle difference in this setting. These models differ from that of [5] in that they assume
locally consistent and correct compass, whereas the model studied in [5] allows local inaccuracies and inconsistencies in
angle measurements.

An algorithm for partitioning is presented in [21]. That algorithm uses a previous algorithm presented for flocking. It does
not comply with the models presented above, mainly because it requires outside intervention (i.e., it requires an outside
supervisor to move a few robots which the others will follow). Moreover, the robots are not indistinguishable, and the
algorithm operates in two stages, thus requiring some memory.

Our results. This paper discusses the partitioning problem on robot swarms, focusing on understanding the effects of
common orientation on the solvability of the partitioning problem.

In Section 2 we present crash-fault-tolerant partitioning algorithms for various levels of common orientation and
different timing models. We start by presenting the basic Algorithm Part, which works for all timing models assuming a
full compass. Variants of this algorithm are subsequently used throughout the paper. Next, an algorithm is given for the
half-compass model in the FSYNC and SSYNC timing models. In the no-compass model we present a randomized algorithm
that works in the SSYNC timing model against an adaptive adversary.

The role of common orientation levels shared by the robots, and its effect on their ability to achieve partitioning,
is explored in Section 3. We examine a refined scale of common orientation levels (with respect to the directions and
orientations of the axes). It is established that in the FSYNC and SSYNC timing models, having common axis directions is a
necessary and sufficient condition for the feasibility of partitioning. In the ASYNC timing model, this is a necessary condition,
and having also one common axis orientation is a sufficient condition.

More explicitly, we show the following results.

• There is a deterministic crash-fault-tolerant algorithm which applies to all timing models with a full compass;
• There is a deterministic crash-fault-tolerant algorithm which applies to synchronous and semi-synchronous models with

a half compass;
• There is a deterministic (but not crash-fault-tolerant) algorithm which applies to the asynchronous model with a half

compass;
• There is a deterministic (but not crash-fault-tolerant) algorithm which applies to synchronous and semi-synchronous

models with direction-only;
• There is a randomized crash-fault-tolerant algorithm which applies to synchronous and semi-synchronous models with

no-compass;
• The problem is unsolvable by a deterministic algorithm in any timing model with no compass (hence the need for

randomization) or even with common axes only.

In a companion paper [9], we examine the no-compass ASYNC model. As the partitioning problem is unsolvable in this
model, we consider the effects of some simple modifications to the model on the solvability of the problem. We prove that
if the initial configuration is not symmetric then partitioning is achievable. We then show that if the robots are identifiable,
then the problem has an easy solution. In fact, the problem has a deterministic solution even in a setting where only one
robot is identifiable. Finally, we prove that adding one bit of memory and communication makes the problem solvable by a
randomized algorithm against a non-adaptive adversary.

2. Fault tolerant partitioning algorithms

In this section we present deterministic algorithms that solve the Partition(n, k) problem in the full-compass ASYNC
model and in the half-compass SSYNC model, and randomized algorithms for the no-compass FSYNC and SSYNC models. All
of the algorithms presented are crash-fault tolerant.
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Fig. 1. (a) partition(12, 4) using Algorithm Part. (b) Convex hulls of Si ,Sj do not intersect at t0 .

2.1. The full-compass ASYNC model

In this model the robots share a full compass, i.e., common x and y axes (directions and orientations). The algorithm
described works in the asynchronous model.

The availability of a full compass permits a solution based on an ordering of the robots. Define the order relation <o by
increasing coordinates on the x-axis and then on the y-axis, i.e., for positions pi, pj, we have that

pi <o pj ⇐⇒ (xi < xj) ∨ (xi = xj ∧ yi < yj).

Although the actual coordinates privately stored by each of the robots may differ, the common directions and orientations
of the axes ensure that the order relations defined by the robots are the same. By the non-overlap assumption all initial
positions are distinct, therefore at time t0 we have a full ordering of the robots.

Lemma 2.1. In the full-compass model, the robots can reach agreement on a total order relation <o of the robot locations at time
t0 (i.e., the order is well defined).

Without loss of generality, denote the robots by r1, . . . , rn according to their order <o at t0. Define the order-based
partition of the robots, POB, by breaking the robots into k blocks of equal size in this order, i.e., S1 = {r1, . . . , rm}, . . . , Sk =
{rn−m+1, . . . , rn}. We have the following.

Lemma 2.2. In the full-compass model, the robots can reach agreement on the order based partition POB without moving (i.e., the
order is well defined).

This initial agreement on a partitioning suggests an algorithm in which robots of each subset Si perform an arbitrary
convergence algorithm (e.g., Algorithm Go_to_COG) within their subset, as formalized in Algorithm Part. (See the illustration
in Fig. 1(a).) For a set of n points P = {(xi, yi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, define the center of gravity of P as Cog(P) = (

∑
i xi/n,

∑
i yi/n).

Algorithm Part (code for robot ri)

1. Determine the order-based partition POB of R.
2. Identify the robots in your subset S.
3. Calculate Cog(S) and set it as your goal point p̃.
4. Move towards p̃.

For the analysis, first define CHi[t] to be the convex hull of Si and the goal points of the robots of Si at time t, namely, the
convex hull of the points {pl[t] | rl ∈ Si}

⋃
{p̃l[t] | rl ∈ Si}. Consider the initial state of these convex hulls (at t0). Note that

initially, only the robot positions in Si affect CHi[t0], since the goal points are either not calculated yet or precisely Cog(Si) (in
any case, we will treat them as the latter).

We now make the following two observations. The first states that the different convex hulls do not intersect, based on
the unique initial position of each robot (the non-overlap assumption). See Fig. 1(b).

Observation 2.3. For every i 6= j, CHi[t0]
⋂

CHj[t0] = ∅.

The second observation states the relation between points in different convex hulls.

Observation 2.4. For i < j and points p ∈ CHi[t0], p′ ∈ CHj[t0], it holds that p <o p′.

The following lemma, proven in [6,5], states that the convex hull shrinks during Algorithm Go_to_COG within a set of
robots.

Lemma 2.5 ([6,5]). For robots performing Go_to_COG with CH[t] defined as above, for times t2 > t1, CH[t2] ⊆ CH[t1].

Our next lemma states that the partition into subsets as determined initially, stays valid during the execution of the
algorithm.

Lemma 2.6. During the execution of Algorithm Part, the partition POB does not change.
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Fig. 2. Symmetric (a,c) and asymmetric (b) settings determine whether full order is possible in the half-compass model.

Proof. Assume, towards contradiction, that the partition changes during the execution and let t be the first time this
happens. Thus two robots from different initial subsets, say rl ∈ Si and rw ∈ Sj (w.l.o.g. i < j), must have changed their
relative order, and their new positions are pl[t], pw[t]. Since before time t, Go_to_COG was implemented within the initial
subsets, pl[t] ∈ CHi[t] ⊆ CHi[t0] and pw[t] ∈ CHj[t] ⊆ CHj[t0] by Lemma 2.5. But Observation 2.4 implies that pl[t] < pw[t] and
thus the relative order has not changed; contradiction.

Note that the internal order of robots within a subset may change during the algorithm.
We conclude with the validity of Algorithm Part.

Proposition 2.7. Algorithm Part solves the Partition(n, k) problem in the full-compass ASYNC model and is n-fault-tolerant in
the crash-fault model.

Proof. Let η = 1
2 mini<j{dist(CHi[t0], CHj[t0])}. By Lemma 2.6, the partition into subsets Si as perceived initially by all robots

does not change during the algorithm execution. As Algorithm Go_to_COG achieves convergence in the ASYNC model [5,
Theorem 2], the robots in each subset will converge to within any ε > 0. The subsets are clearly 2η apart throughout the
entire execution, due to the fact that the robots Si never leave CHi[t0] by Lemma 2.5.

Algorithm Part is n-fault-tolerant in the crash-fault model since crashed robots cannot affect the partition into subsets
as perceived by the robots, and Algorithm Go_to_COG is known to be n-fault-tolerant (see references in related work
subsection). In particular, all non-faulty robots in each subset Si will converge to the center of gravity of the faulty
robots in Si.

2.2. The half-compass SSYNC model

We now turn to a model where the robots share a half compass, i.e., common direction and orientation of one axis only
(w.l.o.g. the y-axis). This implies that the x-axis direction is also known, but not its orientation (“positive direction”). We
assume the semi-synchronous timing model.

In this model, a solution based on ordering will not work, as implied by the following lemma.

Lemma 2.8. In the half-compass model, the robots cannot always agree on a full ordering of their positions at time t0.

Proof. Consider an initial setting PI as in Fig. 2(a) which has an axis of symmetry parallel to the y-axis, i.e., such that for every
robot on one side of the axis there is a robot in a symmetric position on the other side. Assume the robots agree on a full
ordering in which p1 < p2. Now take robot r3 and switch its positive x orientation. For all other robots nothing has changed,
so p1 < p2 as before. However, r3 sees the exact same configuration from its local view, except that r1 and r2 switched places,
so for r3 the ordering yields p2 < p1. Hence the robots fail to agree on an order.

Nevertheless, the following observation (see Appendix for a proof) shows that an initial partitioning can always be
obtained statically. (See Fig. 3 for an illustrative example.)

Observation 2.9. In the half-compass model, the robots can always reach agreement on a partition without moving.

Unfortunately, the following observation (see Appendix for a proof) indicates that devising an algorithm based on an
initial partition as in the previous observation is problematic.

Observation 2.10. In the half-compass model, there is an initial setting PI s.t. in any partition that the robots can agree on without
moving (as in Observation 2.9), the convex hulls of at least two different subsets intersect.

A consequence of the last observation is that use of the simple Algorithm Go_to_COG (such as in Part) will not work
here. Besides the possibility of robots from different subsets crossing one another and maybe switching subsets, there can
be situations in which the centers of gravity of different subsets coincide at the same point, preventing a minimal distance
between the subsets.

Subsequently, for the half-compass model we use Algorithm Part enhanced with a tie-break procedure, described next.
The procedure is activated on a set L of robots sharing the same x coordinate x0, with at least one robot on each side. Fig. 4
illustrates the operation of Procedure Tie-Break.
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Fig. 3. A possible way of partitioning a symmetric setting (with n = 15 and k = 5).

Fig. 4. Execution of Tie-Break procedure.

Procedure Tie-Break
(code for a robot r in a set L of l robots with the same x position x0)

• Let δ+ = min{x− x0} over all robots with x > x0.
• Let δ− = min{x0 − x} over all robots with x < x0.
• Let δ = min{δ+, δ−}.
• Robot r ∈ L moves a distance of δ/2 in the direction determined as follows:

(a) If r is among the dl/2e robots with the largest y coordinates in L
then set dir← negative, else set dir← positive.

(b) If δ+ > δ− then move towards x direction dir.
(c) If δ+ < δ− then move towards the x direction opposite dir.
(d) If δ+ = δ− then move towards the positive x direction.

Note that although the robots do not agree on the positive x orientation, in case δ+ 6= δ− their choice of direction will be
consistent. Also note that in the SSYNC model it may happen that only some of the robots in L perform Procedure Tie-Break
on a certain cycle, since some may not be active on that cycle. Clearly, δ is updated every cycle.

We now describe Algorithm Part2, which uses Procedure Tie-Break in order to partition the robots. For Algorithm Part2,
consider the ordering of the robots by their x positions and the order-based partition POB induced by it as in Section 2.1.
Conflicts of robots with the same x position are resolved in the following manner. For a group L of robots with the same x
coordinate x0, define “out” to be the x orientation with fewer robots (relative to x0), and “in” as the other x orientation. The
robots of L can now be partitioned into subsets by their y positions, so that those with larger y coordinates belong to outer
subsets and those with smaller y coordinates belong to inner subsets.

By this partitioning method, henceforth denoted P̂, a robot can determine the index of its subset Si (although not
necessarily all of its members) in most cases. The only “problematic” case, in which it cannot do so, is if its x position is
a multiplicity point, and there is an equal number of robots on both x directions.

It follows that there could be at most one group of robots that (possibly) cannot determine their subset in the partition,
and these robots are in the same x coordinate as the median robot. Denote by Y the group of median robots, when the robots
are ordered by their x positions (i.e., all robots in Y have the same x coordinate x0 and there are fewer than n/2 robots on
either side of Y). Note that if n is even then |Y| ≥ 0 and if n is odd then |Y| ≥ 1. Also note that Y does not necessarily have the
same number of robots on both sides, but it is only problematic in cases when this does happen. (Note that any other set Z
will always have a different number of robots on its two sides.)

Reformulating our earlier statement, the only problematic case, in which a robot in position x cannot determine its subset
Si, is if
(1) it belongs to the group Y of median robots (which are all at position x),
(2) |Y| > 1,
(3) there are the same number of robots on both sides of position x.
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Fig. 5. Partitioning using Algorithm Part2 with n = 12 and k = 3.

As all the robots outside Y know their subset Si, a central goal of the algorithm is to shrink the size of the set Y or reach
a state where its members can also resolve their subset (which happens, particularly, when all of them belong to the same
subset). Denote by Same(Y) the event that all robots in the median group Y belong to the same subset in the partition P̂. The
algorithm, presented next, handles the problem differently according to whether or not the event Same(Y) takes place.

Algorithm Part2

• If all robots share the same x coordinate, then partition into groups by constructing the y-order-based partition POB
on the y coordinates.
• Determine a partition P̂ as defined above.
• Determine the index i of your subset.
• Identify the subset of robots that are guaranteed to be in your subset Si.

Denote this new subset as S′i .
• State [Same]: Event Same(Y) holds.

– If Y ⊆ Si, then set your goal point p̃← Cog(Y).
– Else, set your goal point p̃← Cog(S′i).

• State [Diff]: Event Same(Y) does not hold.
– If you belong to Y, then invoke Procedure Tie-Break.
– Else, set S′i ← S′i \ Y and set your goal point p̃← Cog(S′i).

Fig. 5 illustrates the algorithm’s operation. Let us sketch the correctness proof of Algorithm Part2. We first examine event
Same(Y).

Lemma 2.11. If all robots in Y belong to some subset Si then the only robots that can join Y are robots from Si.

Proof. Suppose the premise of the lemma holds, namely, Y ⊆ Si. Let x0 be the x position of the median robots. All robots
with x position x0 belong to Y, hence the x position of a robot outside Si cannot be x0. Thus, split the robots outside Si into the
sets Qleft = {rj /∈ Si | xj < x0} and Qright = {rj /∈ Si | xj > x0}. Let x1 be the smallest x position of a robot in Qright. Consider any
robot rj ∈ Qright. Its goal point p̃ must have x position x̃ ≥ x1, because it is performing Algorithm Go_to_COG with a subset of
robots all of which have x position x ≥ x1. As the robots of Y move towards x0 and x0 < x1, it follows that rj will not join Y. A
symmetric argument holds for Qleft.

Corollary 2.12. Once state [Same] is reached, the system will remain in state [Same].

In state [Diff], the number of robots in Y decreases with time as shown in the next lemma.

Lemma 2.13. In state [Diff], if |Y| = p > 0 then eventually the system will reach either a configuration with |Y| < p or state
[Same].

Proof. Robots not in Y cannot join Y, since they set S′i ← S′i \Y (Si cannot be on both sides of Y, else the robot would be in state
[Same]). If robots in Y go to different directions in Procedure Tie-Break, then we are done. Else they will keep on moving in
the same direction until δ+ 6= δ−. This must happen eventually since robots on one side of Y cannot get closer to Y than the
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Fig. 6. Execution of Procedures (a) Rand-Tie-Break and (b) Expand.

closest robot in their subset. On the other side of Y, robots cannot get farther away from Y than the farthest robot in their
subset.

Since having zero or one robots in Y implies state [Same], the system will eventually reach it.

Corollary 2.14. State [Same] will eventually be reached.

Combining Corollaries 2.14 and 2.12, the system will eventually reach state [Same] and remain in this state. For the
convergence of the different subsets in state [Same], a proof similar to that of AlgorithmPart yields the following proposition.

Proposition 2.15. Algorithm Part2 solves the Partition(n, k) problem in the half-compass SSYNC model and is n-fault-tolerant
in the crash-fault model.

The fault tolerance of the algorithm stems from the fact that all non-faulty robots converge to the center of gravity of the
faulty robots in their subset. Crashed robots in Y cannot prevent other robots from converging, since the non-faulty robots
in Y will eventually move, and achieve separation of the median robots. All other robots will converge as in Algorithm Part.

2.3. The no-compass model

Finally, we turn to the extreme model where the robots do not share any common direction, orientation or unit distance.
As will be shown in Section 3, in this model the partitioning problem is not deterministically solvable. Thus we allow the
robots to use randomness, and present a randomized (Las Vegas) algorithm for solving the partitioning problem in the no-
compass SSYNC model against an adaptive adversary.

Let DMax = maxi,j{dist(pi, pj)} denote the maximal distance between a pair of robots. Define Q to be the set of robots that
belong to a robot pair of maximal distance, i.e., Q = {ri : ∃rj s.t. dist(pi, pj) = DMax}. Denote by Q̂ the set of positions occupied
by the robots in Q . If a robot r /∈ Q is allowed to move only within the convex hull of the robot positions then Q may change,
but Q̂ will not change, as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.16. Let CHP[t] be the convex hull of all robot positions, Q[t] the set of maximal distance robots and Q̂[t] the set of
positions of these robots (all at time t). If robots in Q do not move, and all other robots move within CHP[t], then robots can join Q
only in positions of Q̂[t], i.e., Q̂[t + 1] = Q̂[t].

Proof. First, note that as robots in Q do not move, DMax[t+ 1] ≥ DMax[t]. Next, consider pairs of robots in which at least one
robot did move. Let pi = pi[t + 1] and pj = pj[t + 1] be two robot positions after moving within CHP[t]. Their distance after
moving, dist(pi, pj), can be as large as the maximal distance between any two points in CHP[t]. This distance can be obtained
only between two vertices of the convex hull CHP[t]. (For assume to the contrary that dist(pi, pj) equals the maximal distance
between any two points in CHP[t], but pi is not a vertex of CHP[t]. If pi is inside the convex hull then there is a point on the
boundary of the convex hull that is farther away from pj. If pi is on an edge but not a vertex, then at least one of the two
endpoints of the edge us farther away from pj.) All vertices of CHP[t] are occupied by robots at time t, thus the distance
between any two of them cannot exceed DMax. If it equals DMax, then these positions already belong to Q̂[t].

Define a configuration as unique if there is only one pair of robot positions, hereafter denoted (p1, p
′

1), such that
dist(p1, p

′

1) = DMax, i.e., Q̂ = {p1, p
′

1}. Note that each of these two positions may be occupied by more than one robot,
i.e., |Q| ≥ 2.

In a unique configuration, define the x axis direction to be on the line connecting p1 and p′1. Now determine an order-
based partitioning of the robots based on this axis and the ordering induced by it. For undecided groups of robots (having
the same x coordinate and possibly also the same y coordinate), as in Fig. 6(a), we can either use the deterministic Tie-Break
procedure, or define a new randomized Procedure Rand-Tie-Break presented next, in which the robots choose randomly
between one of the two x directions. In both cases an additional restriction must be imposed, to ensure that no pair of robots
moves more than DMax apart, thus changing the x axis agreed upon.
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Fig. 7. An intermediate stage in solving Partition(15, 5) using Algorithm Part_Expand. Notice that (a) the configuration is unique, and (b) in position p′1
there are four robots in state [Point-many] performing Procedure Expand.

Procedure Rand-Tie-Break
(for robot ri in a subset L of robots with the same x coordinate x0)

1. Calculate the convex hull of robot positions, CHP .
2. Set δ← min{|xj − x0|} over all robot x coordinates xj such that xj 6= x0.
3. If pi is on CHP then do:

(a) Let e be the edge of CHP containing pi.
(b) Choose one of the two directions of the edge e randomly.
(c) Move a distance of δ/4 in that direction.

4. Else do:
(a) Choose one of the two x directions randomly.
(b) Let d be the distance to CHP in that direction.
(c) Move a distance of min{δ/4, d} in the direction chosen.

Notice that a robot ri cannot have the same x coordinate as p1, unless it is located at p1, or else dist(pi, p
′

1) ≥ DMax,
contradicting uniqueness. The same applies to p′1. Moreover, moving in both directions defined in Procedure Rand-Tie-Break
is always possible (from positions different than p1 and p′1), and does not affect DMax.

In a non-unique configuration, the following Procedure Expand transforms the system into a unique configuration by
moving a random robot from Q outwards. All other robots move onto positions in Q̂ , to handle the case where all robots in
Q crash. See Fig. 6(b).

Procedure Expand (code for robot ri)
If ri ∈ Q then do:

1. Pick rj such that dist(pi, pj) = DMax.
2. With probability 1

|Q|
move a distance of DMax/100 in the direction opposite of pj.

With probability 1− 1
|Q|

do not move.

Else pick pj ∈ Q̂ such that dist(pi, pj) is minimal and set pj to be your goal point.

The success probability of Procedure Expand is analyzed in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.17. If Procedure Expand is activated at time t in a non-unique configuration, and at least one robot in Q is active, then
the configuration at time t + 1 is unique with probability at least 1/n.

Proof. Consider the case in which exactly one robot ri moves out ofQ at time t, in the direction opposite of pj into p′i = pi[t+1].
Then the configuration becomes unique, with DMax = dist(p′i, pj). This is because all other robots move within the convex
hull CHP[t] and for all positions p1, p2 in CHP[t], dist(p1, p2) ≤ DMax (as in the proof of Lemma 2.16). Thus moving in a direction
opposite to pj makes p′i and pj a unique pair of maximal distance robot positions.

The probability that exactly one robot in Q moves depends on the set size |Q| and on the number q of active robots in Q ,
as

Prob(exactly one robot in Q moves) = q ·
1
|Q|
·

(
1−

1
|Q|

)q−1

.

For 1 ≤ q ≤ |Q| this is a strictly increasing function, which equals 1
|Q|

for q = 1 and converges to 1
e

for q = |Q| (which is the
case for the FSYNC model). Since |Q| ≤ n, this probability is at least 1/n.

The following algorithm uses Procedures Expand and Rand-Tie-Break to solve Partition(n, k). Fig. 7 then illustrates the
operation of the algorithm.
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Algorithm Part_Expand (code for robot ri in position pi)

1. State [Non-unique]: The configuration is not unique. Invoke Procedure Expand.
2. State [Unique]: The configuration is unique.
• Define the x axis and determine an order-based partition POB, with p1 and p′1 as the two robot positions of

maximal distance.
• Case [Point]: pi ∈ {p1, p

′

1}.
– Substate [Point-few]: At most m robots reside at pi: do not move at this cycle.
– Substate [Point-many]: More than m robots reside at pi: invoke Procedure Expand.

• Case [Middle]: pi /∈ {p1, p
′

1}.
– Substate [Middle-tied]: You cannot determine your subset (due to other robots with the same x

coordinate): invoke Procedure Rand-Tie-Break.
– Substate [Middle-untied]: You can determine your subset:

(a) Identify the subset S′i of robots guaranteed to be in your subset Si.
(b) If there exists rj ∈ S′i such that pj ∈ {p1, p

′

1}, then set goal point p̃← pj.
(c) Else, set goal point p̃← Cog(S′i).

The following proposition states the correctness of the algorithm.

Proposition 2.18. The randomized Algorithm Part_Expand solves the Partition(n, k) problem in the SSYNC model with
probability 1 and is n-fault-tolerant in the crash-fault model.

Proof. First note that if Procedure Expand is activated repeatedly in a non-unique configuration, then the configuration
eventually becomes unique, since each such cycle (where at least one robot in Q is active) may be treated as an independent
event, and the fairness condition guarantees infinitely many such cycles in a non-unique configuration. Thus, in the worst
case, the configuration will become unique in expected n such cycles. In the FSYNC model, where q = |Q|, the expected
number of cycles is less than three. It follows that the robots reach a unique configuration. Note that [Unique] and
[Non-unique] are states of the system, while the various substates correspond to individual robots.

Once there are no robots in substate [Point-many], the configuration remains unique with p1 and p′1 unchanged, since
robots at p1 and p′1 do not move, and all other robots move within the convex hull (thus Lemma 2.16 applies). Even if there
are robots in substate [Point-many], the configuration remains unique, possibly with p1 and p′1 getting farther apart on
the same line. In a unique configuration we have robots in positions p1 and p′1. Consider the position p1.

In case there are l > m robots in p1, the robots in p1 are in substate [Point-many]. Only those robots (and maybe the
ones in p′1) activate Procedure Expand. Thus no new robots will converge to p1, since no other robot can determine which
of the l robots are in its subset. Once at least one of the robots in p1 moves, the configuration remains unique, and there are
l or fewer robots in the new p1. A proof similar to that of Lemma 2.17 guarantees that eventually there are no more than
m robots in p1, thus they move to substate [Point-few]. The fact that the other robots do not perform Procedure Expand
does not change the proof, since in any other move a robot might make at time t, the goal point is within CHP[t].

In substate [Point-few] there are no more than m robots in p1. The robots at p1 do not move. Other robots in substate
[Middle-untied] may join them, but only up to a subset size of m, thus remaining in this substate. If the robot is in
substate [Middle-untied], then the rules it applies correspond to the simple Algorithm Part. The proof for convergence
of the subsets and the minimal distance between them is the same as for Algorithm Part.

Robots in substate [Middle-tied] invoke Procedure Rand-Tie-Break. The small distance to the goal point selected
in the procedure ensures the following properties. First, the robots do not leave the convex hull and thus cannot create
a non-unique configuration (by Lemma 2.16). Second, they cannot reach p1 or p′1, thus they do not join Q or affect the
substate of robots in those two points. Third, new symmetric situations cannot be formed, since robots activating Procedure
Rand-Tie-Break in different x coordinates cannot reach one another. Moreover, robots in substate [Middle-untied] do
not move in the direction of the robots activating Rand-Tie-Break, since they cannot determine which of them are in their
subset. Having the same probability of going in each direction guarantees that in a cycle in which at least one robot performs
Procedure Rand-Tie-Break, the probability to succeed in reducing the number of robots with the same x coordinate is at least
one half. Therefore, eventually all robots not in p1 or p′1 reach substate [Middle-untied].

Algorithm Part_Expand is n-fault-tolerant in the crash-fault model since in a non-unique configuration, even if all robots
in Q crash, eventually a non-faulty robot will reach Q̂ and then move outwards, to make the configuration unique. In a unique
configuration, consider crashed robots in p1. If there are fewer than m robots in p1, then by the algorithm, these robots are
not meant to move anyhow. If there are more than m robots in p1, but at least one of them is non-faulty, then eventually it
will move to make a new point p1. If all are faulty then they do not prevent other robots from converging, and we do not
care that they do not converge. Crashed robots that are scheduled for Procedure Rand-Tie-Break do not prevent other robots
on the same x coordinate from separating themselves. All other robots will converge to p1, p′1 or the center of gravity of the
faulty robots in their subsets as in Algorithm Part.

Finally, we remark that the randomized method used in order to break symmetry exploits the ability of the robots to
decide randomly whether to make a move or not. This ability is effective in the FSYNC and SSYNC models. In the ASYNC
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model, however, an adversary can delay a robot’s move until other robots decide to move as well, so this method is not
applicable.

3. Basic conditions for partitioning

This section examines the effect of common orientation levels on the ability of the robots to achieve partitioning. The
robots are assumed to be failure-free. We consider a scale of possible levels of common orientation (ranging from full-
compass to no-compass) and establish the following.
Proposition 3.1. 1. In the FSYNC and SSYNC model, having common axes direction is necessary and sufficient for Partition(n, k)

to be deterministically solvable for all values of n and k.
2. In the ASYNC model, having common axes direction is necessary, and having common axes direction and one common axis

orientation is sufficient, for Partition(n, k) to be deterministically solvable for all values of n and k.

Half-compass. In the half-compass model, Proposition 2.15 states that the partitioning problem is solvable in the SSYNC
model. We now claim that it is solvable in the ASYNC model as well. This establishes also the sufficient condition in
Proposition 3.1(2).
Proposition 3.2. Partitioning is solvable in the half-compass ASYNC model.

Proof. Define a new Algorithm Part3 as follows. A robot activating this algorithm behaves the same as in Algorithm Part2,
with one difference. When robots on x0 activate Procedure Tie-Break, a robot moves only if it has the highest y coordinate
among the robots on x0, i.e., the tie-break is carried out sequentially. The proof for Algorithm Part2 works in this case as well.
A second robot performing Procedure Tie-Break from x0 cannot define δ to be more than the distance to the first robot which
performed Procedure Tie-Break from x0. Thus a separation between the robots on x0 is eventually reached (and Corollary 2.14
holds here as well). Note that a robot ri may be appointed to subset Sj before it completed its tie-break move (thus having
its goal point p̃i different than Cog(Sj)), but the proof of convergence is not affected, since the convex hull considered in
the proof includes all goal points as well. The important point is that different subsets’ convex hulls will not intersect, as in
Observation 2.3.

The new algorithm presented in the proof is not fault-tolerant in the crash-fault model, since one crashed robot can delay
the algorithm forever. Whether there exists a non-sequential (and fault-tolerant) such algorithm is still an open question.

No-compass. We now examine the no-compass model in which the robots do not have any common direction or orientation.
Unfortunately, in this model we have the following negative result.

Proposition 3.3. In the no-compass FSYNC model, Partition(n, k) is unsolvable for k > 1.

Proof. Starting out in a completely symmetric setting (such as an n-gon), all robots may see the exact same configuration
and apply the exact same move. Therefore the only achievable formations are fully symmetric ones. For any k > 1 the goal
formation cannot be fully symmetric (by the requirements of ε-proximity and 2η-separation).

The proof above holds also for a model in which the robots have some sense of direction. For the sake of refining the
scale of different models, define the axes-only model in which the robots have common axes directions, but they do not
share the positive axes orientations, and moreover, they cannot distinguish between the x and y axes. For some values of
n and k Partition(n, k) can be shown to be unsolvable with a similar proof (for example n = 4, k = 2 and the robots start
out in a symmetric square). This is stated in the following proposition (which also establishes the necessary conditions
of Proposition 3.1).

Proposition 3.4. In the axes-only FSYNC model, Partition(n, k) is unsolvable for some values of n and k.

Direction-Only. For the direction-only model in which the robots share the x and y axes directions but not their positive
orientations, the following holds (establishing also the sufficient condition in Proposition 3.1(1)).

Proposition 3.5. In the direction-only model and for the SSYNC timing model, Partition(n, k) is solvable for all values of n
and k.

Proof. For proving the last proposition in the case that n is odd, we use Theorem 4.1 in [10]. This theorem states that in
the direction-only model the robots can form an arbitrary pattern if n is odd (a general algorithm is given in [11]). For the
case that n is even, we describe a new algorithm that solves the problem. We omit the detailed description of the code and
analysis because they do not introduce new interesting ideas (and because the highly sequential nature of the algorithm
renders it non-fault tolerant).

For the case in which both n and m are even, we use a sequential variant of Algorithm Part (much like Part3). Since the
robots cannot sort themselves by their y coordinate, a change in Procedure Tie-Break is needed. Robots sharing the same x
coordinate perform a sequential tie-break procedure, such that in each cycle the two outermost robots (the ones with the
largest and smallest y coordinates among the robots with the shared x coordinate), move sideways on the x axis. Thus we
remain with no more than two robots on each x coordinate. Now, either all robots are arranged in pairs (with the same x
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coordinate), and since m is even, partitioning is possible via Algorithm Part. Else, one single, unpaired robot can help all such
pairs to be separated (by “choosing a side”). Note that this algorithm works also when n is odd (since there will always be
at least one unpaired robot).

Now consider the case in which n is even and m is odd (which means that k is even). We aim at reaching a configuration
in which either all robots are on one line (with the same y coordinate), or all robots are divided equally between two lines.
In both cases a partition is then determined via a simple ordering in each line. Note that in the case of two lines it is possible
to create k/2 subsets in each line since k is even. To reach such a configuration the robots do one of the following. (a) If all
robots are divided into pairs (robots in each pair having the same x coordinate), then they move into two lines dictated by
the y coordinates of the two outermost robots. (b) If there are no pairs, the n/2 robots on each side of the x axis move to the
y coordinate of the last robot on that side, thus forming two lines (or one line if both y coordinates are equal). (c) Else, the
robots perform a sequential tie-break, as in the even n and m case described above, which will eventually cause (a) or (b) to
hold.

For the direction-only model in the ASYNC timing model, we do not yet know if such an algorithm exists. The algorithm
above cannot be considered, since Procedure Tie-Break does not work asynchronously when two or more robots are allowed
to move at the same time. Nevertheless, we can argue that partitioning is achievable when n is odd (for any k) by the same
argument as for the SSYNC model, based on [10].

Appendix

Proof of Observation 2.9:

We consider two cases for the initial robot configuration and show a possible partition for each.
Case 1: The initial configuration is not symmetric around the y axis. In this case, the robots can agree on a positive x
orientation, and then determine the order as in the full-compass model. A possible way to decide on a positive x orientation is
the following. Compare robot pairs, one from each end of the x axis, starting from the two outermost robots and continuing
inwards. In each pair, compare the y coordinate and then the x coordinate (taken to be the distance from the outermost
robot). Based on the first non-identical pair, determine the positive orientation of the x axis as the direction of the largest
point in the pair (for example, in Fig. 2(b), y3 < y′3 and hence the positive x orientation will be fixed to the right).
Case 2: The initial configuration is symmetric around an axis (x = x0) parallel to the y axis. Divide the robots into three sets,
A, B and C, with the set C consisting of all the robots with coordinate x = x0 and the sets A and B consisting of the robots on
the two sides, as shown in Fig. 3 (where n = 15 and k = 5). Thus |A| = |B| ≤ n

2 . In each set separately, a full order can be
established. Specifically, in A, B set the positive x orientation outwards and follow the resulting <o ordering, and in C order
the robots by their y coordinate). Partition each of the three sets into a maximal number of subsets of size m each (as in the
full-compass model). The remainder consists of fewer than m robots from each set, and fewer than 3m robots overall, hence
it either forms one subset or needs to be divided into two. This can be done by taking into one subset (from the remainder)
a maximal number of symmetric pairs from A and B and adding robots from C if necessary, and the remaining robots form
the second (and last) subset (see example in Fig. 3).

Proof of Observation 2.10:

Consider the initial configuration of Fig. 2(c). We first observe that in this configuration a full order cannot be established,
as in the proof of Lemma 2.8. A second observation is that in any partition, r1 and r2 must be in the same subset. To see this,
assume the contrary, i.e., r1 ∈ Si, r2 ∈ Sj. Then all robots can be ordered. For example, compare the members of Si and Sj with
greatest y coordinate to determine whether Si < Sj or vice-versa (they cannot be the same since they must include at least
one robot with greater y coordinate than r1 and r2). Order all middle robots by their y coordinate, and then r1, r2 by the order
of their subsets. Thus a full order is established, contradiction.

Not more than m−2 of the lower robots can join r1 and r2, thus at least one of the m−1 lower robots must be in a subset
with one of the higher robots. Therefore we must have two intersecting convex hulls.
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